T11 Liaison Report to T10

- T11 last met on February 17 in Huntington Beach, CA
  - 73 attended from 64 organizations
  - Membership at 69 organizations

- Conducting Letter Ballot on HIPPI-6400-LE

- Approved comment resolution & forwarded HIPPI-6400-OPT & SM-LL-V

- Approved Gene Milligan & Kumar Malavalli as delegation to SC25

- Forwarded FC-AL-2 as NWI Proposal to ISo/IEC JTC1
  - Provided FC-AL-2 as draft for contribution for simultaneous CD Letter Ballot

- Voted support for IEEE Fellowship for Al Widmer

- 5-year review upcoming for Enhanced IPI-2 Disk; proposed withdrawal

- Next meeting April 6 in San Diego CA